
 

QUICK START GUIDE  
Your CraftLaser is easy to assemble. This       
process should take less than 5 minutes to        
complete. Your CraftLaser User Manual has      
complete assembly instructions.  
 

POSITIONING 

The CraftLaser should be lifted properly by       
utilizing both handles by an able-bodied person in        
order to avoid injury. Ensure the workstation is        
sturdy before placing the CraftLaser on it. The        
recommended technique is to hold onto both       

handles with the front of the machine facing you.  
Place the machine on your desired workstation and        
ensure all the rubber feet are in contact with the          
surface. See Illustration: 
 
 

 
 



STATION SETUP 

The CraftLaser should be placed flat will all its rubber          
footings contacting the workstation surface. 
 
Make sure there are no obstruction within 30cm (1ft) of          
the radiator inlet (Right) and the exhaust outlet (Aft), and          
no loose objects near these places. (e.g. paper, wrappers         
etc.). 
 
CAUTION 

● Loose articles may “stick” to the radiator due to high          
airflow into the radiator inlet. Any blockage will reduce         
the cooling effectiveness and ability for the CraftLaser        
to remove smoke in the machine. 

 
EXHAUST SYSTEM SETUP 

The CraftLaser Comes with 2 exhaust ventilation options -         
Filter and Ducting. 
 

1. Setting up HEPA + Activated Carbon Filter       
Cartridge 

a. Remove the plastic wrapping from the filter 
b. Loosen the 2 velcro straps to receive the        

Filter Cartridge 
 
 

 
c. Place the filter cartridge in the filter holder        

(Black metal panel) with the “Air Flow”       
arrow pointing outward.  

 
d. Wrap the velcro straps over the filter       

Cartridge and fasten the straps to ensure the        
filter cartridge is securely pressed against the       
machine. 



 
 

2. Setting up Ducting system 
a. The Ducting system consists of a pair of the         

ducting adaptor and clamp 

b. Remove the 2 hex bolts from the filter holder         
(located beside the fan exhaust on the left) 

 

c. Place the ducting adaptor into the filter       
holder, with the exhaust duct facing      

outwards, and orientated towards the wheels      
panel side. 
 

d. Affix the ducting clamp by slotting right       
corner between the velcro holding bolt and       
the filter holder, place across the exhaust duct        
adaptor, and bolt the clamp using the       
previously removed hex bolt. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

e. Attach the 100mm aluminum ducting hose to       
the ducting adaptor, secure with a hose clamp        
or tap, and place the exhaust end to desired         
venting area. 

   
 

● For Fire Safety DO NOT USE Plastic ducting        
hose and limit the flexible ducting hose length to         
10ft/3 meters. 
 

CONNECT POWER CORD 

The power cord plugs into the power receptacle located at 
the back of the CraftLaser. Make sure both the wall 
powerpoint and the machine is turned off before 
connecting the power cord to wall powerpoint socket.  
 
CONNECT TO MONITOR 

Connect the RCA cable connector (Male receptacle) to the         
RCA female receptacle on the right panel 

1. Top RCA receptacle is for alignment camera view 
2. Bottom RCA receptacle is for side safety camera        

view (Always monitor the Laser cutting process       
through this camera, as it provides the full view of          
the cutting area) 



 
Connect the other end of the RCA cable to your desired           
video display (TV, Projector or Monitor) 
 

 
 
POWERING UP 

Once CraftLaser is connected to the powerpoint, switch        
the powerpoint and CraftLaser power inlet on. Also, turn         
the RED Emergency Push Button clockwise to unlatch        
itself and allow the CraftLaser to power up. The         
CraftLaser is delivered with the Emergency Push Button        
latched in off (i.e. powered off). 
 
Let the CraftLaser sit idle for at least 2-3 min the first time             
it is powered up so as to allow the cooling system to prime             
itself. Also check that the blue LED light is steady blue to            
indicate that water flow is good. 

 

 
 

 
 

● In the event that the CraftLaser does not power         
up. DO NOT PROCEED and contact support at        
support@lionsforge.com.sg immediately. 

mailto:support@lionsforge.com.sg


 
USING THE CRAFTLASER 

● Open the cutting tray by pulling the tray towards 
you.  

 
 
 

● Place your material No larger than A3 size and         
15mm thick (420mm x 297mm - Landscape) on        
the honeycomb cutting tray and align the corner of         
your material at the left and bottom most corner of          
the honeycomb portion. That would be the “Origin”        
position. CRAFTLaser has a auto-height focus      
capability, and it will read the thickness of the         
material within the 5cm x 5cm area, so do not leave           
the 5cm x 5cm area empty. Place something of         
equivalent height to your workpiece in the 5cm x         
5cm area if your workpiece cannot cover that area.  

 
● It is recommended that you use masking tape to tape          

down the workpiece so it would not move when you          
close the cutting tray.  
 

● Close the cutting tray, so that it is fully flushed with           
the machine. The RED LED light turn on when the          
tray is properly closed. 

 
● Insert the SD Card with your saved .gcode file into          

the SD Card slot on the front control panel. 
 

 



 
 

● Rotate the control panel selector knob t “print file”         
and push the knob inwards to select the option.  

 

 
 

● Locate your file name by rotating the selector knob         
and ensure that arrow is pointed to your filename.         
Pushing the knob inwards would commence      
cutting/engraving. 

● Once cutting/engraving commences, the LCD will      
show the Tube temperature and the progress in        
percentage. 

 
 

● The ambient temperature and the starting      
temperature should be less than 26°C or 78.8°F.        
Do not allow LASER cutting/engraving above      
30°C or 86°F. Let the machine cools itself down         
between each job. 
 

 

 

SETTINGS FOR LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING 

Please Refer to the CraftLaser Settings Guide for Software         
setup and speed/power settings for various materials. 
 
REMOVING THE HONEYCOMB CUTTING TABLE 

There are a few instances that you will need to remove the            
Honeycomb cutting table: 
 

● To clean the accumulated debris in the cutting tray 
● To place thick job (up to 65mm in height) 
● To replace the Honeycomb cutting table 

 
Remove the cutting table clamp by  

1) using your fingers to unlatch the clamp from the         
slotted recess on both sides of the cutting tray. 



 

 
 

2) Further, unlatch the clamp by dislodging the left and         
right sides from the back of the cutting tray 

 
 

3) Push the cutting table clamp slightly into the        
machine so that the base of the tray clamp can be           
lifted out of the cutting tray 

 
 

4) Lift the cutting table clamp up from the base and          
pull out towards you to remove the tray clamp. 

 
5) Remove the honeycomb cutting table by pushing inward        

against the back of the tray and lift upwards towards you. 
 

For Clearing the Debris: 
 

6) Clean away the debris 
7) Reverse the process to place back the honeycomb cutting table and           

clamp. 
 

● Do frequent clearing of the debris. Do not let the debris accumulate            
due to potential fire hazards. 



 
For Engraving Thick Workpiece: 
 
8) Clean away the debris 
9) Place back the Cutting Table Clamp only using the         

reverse process of taking it out 
10) You can now use the same reference provided by         

the Clamp. 
a) If your workpiece is not thick enough to place         

against the Clamp, stack the workpiece up so        
that it can clear the Clamp’s height. 

b) The workpiece height must not exceed 15mm       
above the Clamp. 
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 SAFETY GUIDELINES 

 
CAUTION 
 
The following safety guidelines are meant to highlight the most          
common safety violations. Use of controls or procedures other         
than those specified herein may result in hazardous radiation         
exposure, fires or electric shock. Please refer to your user          
manual for a complete listing of safety protocol. 
 

GENERAL SAFETY 
 
NEVER leave your machine unattended while it is operating. 
ALWAYS use the air assist and the exhaust system when operating           
the machine. Failure to do so can increase the fire risk and cause             
damage to the machine’s parts, particularly the focus lens. 
BE AWARE that removal of any portion of the cabinet will expose a             
Class 4 laser system and greatly increase the risk of injury and/or            
fire. 
KEEP the area around the machine clean and free of clutter,           
combustible materials, explosives, or volatile solvents such as        
acetone, alcohol or gasoline. 
 

FIRE SAFETY 
 
KEEP YOUR LASER SYSTEM CLEAN – A build-up of cutting and           
engraving residue and debris is dangerous and can create a fire           
hazard. Keep your CraftLaser clean and free of debris. Regularly          
remove the cutting grid to clean any small pieces that have gotten            
stuck or fallen through. 
ALWAYS keep a properly maintained and inspected fire        
extinguisher on hand. We highly recommend that you have a C02           
fire extinguisher. 



 

 
LASER SAFETY 
 
NEVER engrave or cut any material containing PVC or vinyl as           
corrosive gases will occur that can cause harm to the operator, as            
well as damage the machine and void the warranty. Never engrave           
or cut any unknown material. 
DO NOT attempt to look into the CraftLaser. There are 2 video RCA             
outputs to allow you to view the inside through a monitor. 
DO NOT attempt to operate the CraftLaser by overriding sensors in           
order to work with the tray open. Always be sure the tray is closed              
and never tamper with any safety mechanism. 
NEVER operate the machine without a properly operating        
ventilation system or without the filter. Most materials produce an          
irritating smoke when worked on. Some materials, including but not          
limited to paint, varnish, composition board, and plastics, produce         
compounds that can be harmful if concentrated. 
 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY 
 
POWER ON/OFF is controlled by the switch at the back of the            
machine. To power the machine on, press the “I” side down. To turn             
power off, press the “o” side down. You can use this switch or the              
RED Emergency Slap Switch should you ever need to cut power           
immediately. 
DO NOT make or break any electrical connections to the system. 
DO NOT access or tamper with any electronics unless specifically          
directed to by support, as electronics have high voltage         
components. 
AC POWER SUPPLY MUST BE EARTHED to ensure proper         
electrical safety and proper function of the machine 
 


